ASEAN SME Transformation Study 2020
Key insights to business trends in Malaysia

Insights from SMEs on how they are responding to COVID-19 and
becoming future-ready, turning today’s challenges into opportunities

Cash flow is the topmost concern for SMEs
coping with the COVID-19 situation
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59% say tech will be their top area of investment
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The top priorities in tech investment are
building capabilities in digital sales and services
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59% will focus on adopting a digital marketing
strategy to gain competitive advantage when
the outbreak subsides
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Continue digitalising to tap on
digital economy opportunities
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Find out how UOB can support you in evaluating and implementing technology into your business.
Get in touch with your Relationship Manager for a consultation today.

The ASEAN SME Transformation Study 2020 provides insights on the priorities, challenges and plans that SMEs have for the year. The insights were gained from a survey that was conducted with 1,000 SMEs
across Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam before and during the COVID-19 pandemic in the third quarter of 2019 and May 2020 respectively. The Malaysia findings are based on the
responses from 200 SMEs based in Malaysia, across various key sectors. For the full report, visit UOB.my/aseansme
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